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Karl Robert Affholter, 1968-2020 R.I.P. Bra



Homage 

PHIL 4:13 “All Things Are Possible Through GOD Who 
Strengthens US”

This book is a tribute to my Brother Karl who was my 
biggest fan and best friend. 

Karl entered Heaven’s Golden Gates in April of 2020. 

Karl was one of College Football’s biggest fans attending 
games at 118 different College Stadiums. 

Karl tailgated at everyone enjoying his Coors Light with a 
brat absorbing the pageantry of College Football. 
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College Football’s Most Talented Game, 1987 USC v. UCLA

“Winner Take All!” 
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Prelude
Miracles are real, but when one happens in your life do 
others see it?

Saturday, November 21st, 1987 with all of AMERICA 
watching a miracle occurred in my life for all to see. 

History will remember the 1987 battle between the USC 
Trojans and UCLA Bruins as the single most talented game 
ever waged between the two city rivals and arguably the 
entire 150 years of College Football.

61 players between the Bruin’s and Trojan’s rosters in 1987 
were drafted into the National Football League, producing 
over 500 Years of combined NFL experience!

Troy Aikman UCLA’s quarterback with his Brad Pitt  good 
looks and cannon for an arm was AMERICAS heart throb, 
this dude was icy cool and the fans LOVED him.  

Troy is a human GOD, the #1 pick in the NFL Draft, Super 
Bowl MVP, NFL Hall of Famer and voice of Fox Football 
he has become a living legend.  

Troy Aikman is the best quarterback in the history of UCLA 
football bar none.

Rodney Peete USC’s quarterback resembled Denzel 
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Washington with his contagious smile and born leadership 
skills, he was a smooth operator and everybody LOVED 
being around him his personality was magnetic.

Rodney Peete is the most dynamic quarterback in USC 
Football history,  his football skills would change the game 
forever his running and throwing moved football forward 
evolving the quarterback position into what it is today. 

Rodney is a football savant his father was an NFL coach 
and Rodney took his personality and genius football IQ to 
a 17-year NFL career.

Rodney landed in Hollywood after his football career and 
has achieved celebrity status as a TV host and actor.

Troy and Rodney were on the cover of every football maga-
zine in AMERICA. The country was infatuated with these 
super stars and when they got it on in 1987 the whole 
country watched it go down. 

Troy Aikman vs Rodney Peete the two All American Quar-
terbacks who resembled Hector and Achilles locked in a 
historic battle the type that legends are made of. 

Terry Donahue the playboy coach of UCLA had built the 
BEST TEAM IN UCLA HISTORY and was ranked as high 
as #1 in the country, primed to take control of football in 
the City of Angels.
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Coach Donahue and his family lived 5 miles from my family 
and UCLA was the only school in AMERICA who never 
sent me a letter after I kicked a 64 yard field goal at Oak 
Park High School in 1982.

My kick traveled the World setting a National High School 
record and eclipsing the NFL record of 63 yards as well. 

I became famous overnight, AMERICA became obsessed 
with my foot and I was featured on every TV channel and 
newspaper in the country. 

I was selected as a 1st Team High School ALL AMERICAN 
in 1983. 

AMERICA knew my name and the Bruins would not give 
me the time of day.  

Coach Donahue later told me while crying and drinking 
beer together in a Palm Springs night club it was the worst 
coaching decision he ever made by not recruiting #42. 

Coach went on to say if they did UCLA would have won 
2 National Titles and it was me #42 who snatched those 
coveted National Titles away from the Bruins 2 years in 
a row.

My senior season in 1988 I became a 1st Team All American 
Wide Receiver and the All-Time Leading Receiver in USC 
football history.
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This is the story of how it came to be that a Jewish boy 
from Detroit , Michigan by GODS HANDS rose to the top 
of the College Football World at the University of Southern 
California

1988 1st Team All American
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America was infatuated with these two Superstars

Rodney Peete Troy Aikman
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Legendary UCLA Head Coach Terry Donahue

#42 launches the longest field goal in football history of 64yards 
while at Oak Park High School eclipsing the NFL record of 63 yards 
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#42 Celebrating after “The Catch” PHIL 4:13 hanging proud.
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Part One 
 

AMERICAS 
MIRACLE 

a.k.a  
COLLEGE 

FOOTBALL 
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George Washington forged AMERICA on the premises 
of Justice, Peace and Harmony for ALL. 

LOVE creates Justice.
LOVE creates Peace.
LOVE creates Harmony. 

AMERICA was founded on the premises of LOVE.

George Washington’s vision for AMERICA was a country 
forged for the salvation of mankind based on LOVE not 
war.

A country where freedom and liberty are the fundamental 
rights of birth.

During Karl’s illness we were able to talk at length about 
life which always came back to College Football and the 
fans, students and alumni that make College Football the 
greatest game on Earth. 

During the last few weeks of his time on earth Karl and I 
pondered the question.

Why is it that College Football can bring humans together 
in a way like no other medium on Earth? 

The racism, the hate, and the fear are set aside for the 
LOVE of the game. 

LOVE is what makes Blacks, Whites and Browns all come 
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Erik Affholter, Conrad Affholter, Karl Affholter, Uncle “Soupie” 
Tailgating after the Big Game

Closing seconds after the Epic 1987 Battle between USC & UCLA 
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#42 makes the cover of Sports Illustrated 

#42 goes for the Juggler hauling in the Big Catch 
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together to cheer and exchange high fives in a euphoric 
moment we call College Football.

The night before Karl went to Heaven we viewed the 1987 
USC vs UCLA game as if we had never watched it before. 

What we talked about were not my exploits but how all 
these fans, students, and alumni get along at this moment. 
All races, all creeds and all colors engaged in a breathtaking 
moment Karl and I call “The Magnificent Dance”.

This experience is a beautiful moment to be part of it gives 
us hope for AMERICA.

AMERICA and College Football have had an intimate rela-
tionship for 150 years.  

What Changes when FANS CHEER for their TEAM, is it 
an ACT of LOVE? 

LOVE moves hate, fear, and ego to the side. LOVE  
is the only emotion that can overcome hate, fear, and ego.  

LOVE is the only emotion that allows humans to put their 
skin color to the side and Bfree from the mental chains 
that bind them with fear of skin color.

Great teams have no fear, great teams have no racism, 
great teams have no ego. Great teams play with LOVE and 
passion securing victories because their energy is focused 
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as one group bound by the LOVE of the team. 

Great teams absorb the energy of the opponent and even-
tually wear them out for victory. 

100,000 rabid fans packed in the most iconic stadium in 
the World the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum. 

At least another 150,000 fans outside the stadium tailgat-
ing because the stadium is sold out every seat taken. 

Every bar stool and living room couch in the City of Angels 
and AMERICA was tuned to this game on this day Saturday 
November 21st, 1987. 

The energy on the field was electrifying this was a battle 
for the ages and every man left it all on the field that day. 

120 Volts of energy radiating from every fan in a back and 
forth dance of transferring energy to one another creating 
the narcotic frequency we call LOVE.

People of all races and colors over 2 million volts of 
energy being passed around by the 250,000 fans that had 
surrounded the Coliseum that day in 1987. 

The color of your skin or eyes or hair no longer matters 
just the LOVE for your team and your City.

Every player in this game was a stud and nobody wanted 
to lose, it was a brutal game played by real warriors. 
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I LOVE and respect all the players and coaches for the 
battle that was waged that day in the City of Angels it was 
a real war.

The electricity on the field was palatable everyone standing 
cheering the entire game it would be a battle to the last 
play and nobody was giving in.

Every hit was brutal, broken bones, ligaments torn, multi-
ple concussions and blood everywhere.

I was able to bamboozle a team trainer the day of the game 
against UCLA to allow Karl on the field by wearing a team 
trainer outfit which got him on the sidelines for the entire 
game. 

As fate would have it, #42 would end up making “The 
Catch” that is still talked about today as if it were yesterday. 

I was blessed to have made the most famous “Catch” in 
USC football lore and the most famous “No Catch” in UCLA 
football lore.

Landing #42 on the cover of Sports Illustrated as well as 
every newspaper and TV show in AMERICA.

Karl got to feel the energy that day and he never forgot 
how it felt to be on the field with so many fans cheering 
and booing you all at once.
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For two Brothers this was a magical moment to enjoy 
together.

Even on his death bed Karl could still feel the energy that 
was cast upon the Affholter Brothers that day, 2 million 
volts of human energy all focused on Affholter #42. 

Karl spent the last 30 years of his life traversing every road 
in AMERICA, he was a trucker and LOVED it. His travels 
allowed him to attend games at college stadiums around 
AMERICA. 

From the Tigers of Baton Rouge  to the Cowboys of Still-
water and Rolling with the Tide, Karl keep detailed records  
of his travels making 1000’s of new friends along the way..

Karl attended 118 different College Venues tailgating at 
all of them. 

An ice cold Coors Light was his preferred beverage with a 
brat, kraut n’ mustard.

Karl LOVED College Football and the pageantry that makes 
College Football like no other experience on Earth. 

College Football is AMERICAS MIRACLE where Race, 
Creed, and Color Vanishes and LOVE Reigns. 
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College Football is critical to the AMERICAN fabric!

 

USC vs Norte Dame Americas first National rivalry
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Part Two 
 

The Great Lottery 
of Life
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John Wooden legendary UCLA Basketball coach guided 
UCLA to the most magical run is college sports history 

with 10 NCAA National Titles in a 12 year period.

Coach Wooden was a coaching genius and I was fortunate 
enough to have spent time with him. 

Coach Wooden and I talked in detail about parenting and 
the mistakes parents make in raising their children to be 
athletes.

Coach Wooden would say,

“Do not force it, let the child find what he or she LOVES 
to do, support them, cultivate their dreams, make 
it your dream together every great athlete needs a 
mentor”.

Parents are the guide to their children’s athletic future a 
child has no choice whom there born to. 

“The Great Lottery of Life” chooses for us, we will have no 
choice as to our color, creed or religion or the LOVE or 
fear our parents will bestow upon us.

Who chooses whom their parents are going to be? 

Who chooses what color their skin is going to be? 

Who chooses what color their eyes are going to be? 
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Who chooses what color their hair is going to be? 

Who chooses what Country they will be born in?

A newborn baby never chooses race, religion, hate, fear, or 
their parents. We have no choice, the choice is the parents.

I was born Hebrew, Easter Sunday 1966 in Detroit Michi-
gan into the “The Great Lottery of Life” whom my parents 
would be, I would have No Say in the matter!

Detroit Michigan in the 60’s was a racial hot box and my 
family was stuck in the middle of the chaos.

White and Black relations were exploding, riots were the 
norm and fighting for your mere life was necessary.

Blacks and Whites were not socializing even as a young boy 
I can remember the negative words spoken and the fighting. 

I was being conditioned to hate people with Black skin and 
that we cannot coexist. 

We lived in fear and chaos not the World I would have 
chosen to be born into. Karl and I were stuck in a City that 
was imploding fear and hate where the norm. 

Our father Conrad resembled Thor, a real Viking God with  
muscles on top of muscles.

As Conrad’s “Great Lottery of Life” would have it, he was 
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born and raised in Detroit, Michigan during a period in 
Detroit where race riots and White and Black relations 
were deadly. 

Conrad grew up in a situation where he was forced into 
racism, fear, and hate. 

Fighting around the neighborhood was an act of survival, 
Conrad was cast into a life that was void of LOVE only hate, 
therefore hate is what he manifested back to the World in 
the form of his fists. 

Conrad played football in the very tough Catholic Leagues 
around Detroit where he thrived as an offensive guard.

Conrad earned a scholarship to play College Foot-
ball at Arizona State in 1960 for legendary head 
coach Frank Kush. Frank Kush was as tough as  
they came, Conrad learned how to work hard and compete. 

After Arizona State, Conrad returned to Detroit to find the 
city even worse than when he left. His old acquaintances 
quickly wrangled him back into the gang life which is how 
Conrad met my Mother Ruth.

My Mothers “ Great Lottery of Life” would have her born 
into a Jewish Family that was part of the feared Jewish 
Mob that ran the streets of Detroit the “Purple Gang”

The family was from Jerusalem they were old school and
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Conrad showing his stuff, Arizona State 1960
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Ruth & Erik 1988 USC Football Banquet
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their businesses reached from Detroit all the way to Las 
Vegas casinos. Karl was born in Las Vegas in 1968 while 
the family was operating a prominent Vegas Casino.

Gambling and Liquor were the family business and the 
federal government was hot of their heals by the end of 
the 60’s.

As members of the family began to get arrested and tired 
of seeing their friend’s bloody bodies all over the streets, 
Conrad and Ruth had a bigger vision for their children’s 
future. 

Ruth hatched a selfless plan to save her two boys from life 
in the Jewish mob. Ruth knew her boys fate if they stayed 
in Detroit there was no way out except to flee the City.  

In 1972 under the cover of darkness on Ruth’s wishes 
Conrad slipped out of Detroit and boarded Karl and I onto 
a Greyhound bus. 

With lots of courage and a dream, Conrad and his 2 Boys 
headed for the City of Angels for a fresh start in life. 

Being in the City of Angels allowed Conrad to get over his 
fear of color, he relinquished the hate gave up racism and 
dropped his fists in exchange for a real California LOVE-IN.

Every athletes story has a person who LOVED them uncon-
ditionally and it is that LOVE that rises them to the top of 
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their craft, Conrad was that person in my life.

All greatness comes from LOVE, LOVE is the root of  
greatness. 

Without LOVING you will never be LOVED back or recog-
nized as truly great.

By the grace of GOD Conrad found himself on the Cali-
fornia coast in 1972 where LOVE not fear was being cast 
around.

Karl and I were saved by LOVE, by the actions of others 
that Conrad was able to witness. 

Conrad watched all the races mixing in the City of Angels 
in the 70s and he let it all go, he changed to the LOVE 
frequency and never went back. 

He taught Karl and I how to LOVE and not hate which 
opened the door to huge successes on the athletic field, in 
the classroom, and in life.

Even as adults we can change our actions, act in LOVE, 
and others will follow it is our human instinct.

Teach our children how to LOVE, not to hate. Their instinct 
is to LOVE and give LOVE back to you and other humans. 
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Every athlete needs a mentor, Conrad was mine
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Part Three 
 

A Real California 
Love-In... 

Who’s Black 
White or Brown 

Anyway
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Kool and the Gang  sang “Celebration Time”, Le Chic 
belted “Play that Funky Music White Boy” while Barry 

White’s smooth voice summed it all up “Can’t Get Enough 
of Your Love, Babe”, it was Jungle Fever and we all had it.

The City of Angels in the 70’s was a real LOVE-IN where 
your skin color was just what’s on the menu. 

Nude beaches around LA were the norm and you could 
shake your booty all night long as disco techs raged on 
every corner.

UCLA was the best team in America in Basketball, USC 
was the best team in America in Football and the LOVE-IN 
was raging at both schools. 

The Bruins and Trojans were at the top of their games and 
the battles were fierce but the after parties were sweet.

The City of Angels was resonating with LOVE and every-
body could feel it the racial spell had been broken and the 
party was on. 

LOVE was free and life was easy, Blacks, Whites, and 
Browns all partying at packed stadiums, grooving at local 
night clubs while nightly parties on the beaches raged until 
sunrise.

No longer were the restrictions of race present you could 
fall in LOVE with any race you desired. Racial lines were 
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crossed and new babies were born of various colors who 
dominate AMERICA today. 

AMERICA is a cornucopia of colors and races all mixed 
together which started  in the 70’s in a huge LOVE-IN that 
changed the color of the World. 

Our home was no exception the party was on, Conrad was 
a stud and the women LOVED him. 

Women and Men of all colors would frequent our house, 
Conrad was a single man and the whole neighborhood 
knew where the party would be.

Karl and I would sit in our upstairs bedrooms and watch 
naked men and women everywhere, orgies that would last 
for days. 

Our House and whole neighborhood was resonating with 
LOVE humans free from the bondage of race or color treat-
ing each other with LOVE and respect it was contagious. 

Growing up in this environment you realize skin color 
makes no difference, watching people have sex hundreds 
of them you see how LOVE takes over and color goes away. 

When AMERICA in the 70’s decided to break free from the 
racial bondage that suffocates the World, and just LOVE 
each other the vibration from AMERICA was engulfing 
the World.  
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The Affholter Family Pool 

Malibu, CA   We would surf at this Nude Beach everyday 
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Having lived in Los Angeles for 50 years I wonder who’s 
Black, White, or Brown anyway? 

Every family I know one or more of the siblings have mixed 
their DNA with another color than their own.

If your Mom is Black, your Dad is White, your Grandpa 
is Black, and your Grandma is White, then what color are 
you? 

Bob Marley is Black right? 

Well his Mom’s Black from Jamaica and his Dad is a White 
Man from England, so is Bob Marley Black or White?

Damien Marley, Bob Marley’s youngest son and phenom-
enal musician whom I LOVE, his mother is White, that 
means his dad is part Black and part White and his mom 
is White, but his Grandparents are Black and White. So 
is Damien Marley Black because he has Dreadlocks and 
darker skin?

See, I am confused too. I cannot understand why one color 
or another color says anything about a person’s character 
or ability to LOVE. 

Black, White or Brown were all mixed, every race and every 
culture has scenarios just like the Marley’s occurring over 
thousands of years. 
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Damien and Bob Marley are shining lights upon this World 
sharing their LOVE and inspiration regardless of their skin 
color or yours. 

AMERICA is intended to be a paradise where your skin 
color does not matter. 

We are all Brothers and Sisters we know that we’re from 
AMERICA we’re supposed to be the wise ones, the salva-
tion of the World.  

The whole World is watching to see if AMERICA can get it 
together and overcome our differences and restore AMER-
ICA to its once grand stature. 

Our collective LOVE will heal AMERICA and spread to 
the rest of the World. 

It is up to us the Fans, Students and Alumni of College 
Football to return to the mindset we once had where LOVE 
was the answer not fear, racism, and separation.

Color; is just that, a color, nothing more, nothing less. 

AMERICA showed the World we can mix races, AMERICA 
has the brightest most enlightened Children in the World. 

A renaissance of faith is upon AMERICA, LOVE is the way 
forward, LOVE suffocates fear, hate and racism. 
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#42 brings it down with one hand 

Oak Park High School 1983 1st Team All American
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Part Four 
 

Crips, Bloods, 
KKK and the USC 

Crack House 
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Snoop Dogg is one of AMERICAS great rags to riches 
stories,  he forged a career path in Los Angeles where 

he once faced trial for a murder charge in which he was 
ultimately acquitted and falsely charged.

Snoop Dogg and his posse where being hunted by the KKK 
also known as the Police who ran the streets of LA at the 
time with an iron fist. 

LOVE for each other and belief in their cause allowed 
Snoop Dogg to rise above the hate, fear, and racism that 
engulfed his young life on the streets of LA and became 
an AMERICAN Icon.

By the 80’s AMERICAN society started getting prude and 
life was starting to change, the lust for money instead of 
LOVE became the focus.  

Free LOVE was fading, there was a concerted effort to end 
the LOVE-IN. 

Reaganomics swept Los Angeles and AMERICA hard, the 
rich got richer and the poor got poorer and I was there to 
watch it all go down. 

Discrimination was happening, police violence, false drug 
arrest, erroneous jail sentences all against the minority 
population.

The World had taken notice of AMERICAS freedom and 
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our bountiful LOVE for each other regardless of skin color 
and the Government put a stop to it. 

Retired Marine lieutenant Colonel Oliver North in his 
memoirs bragged that the United States Government was 
behind the explosion of crack cocaine on the streets of 
Inner Cities throughout AMERICA.

I watched it happen again and again my Black and Latino 
friends harassed, beaten and arrested by police for no 
reason other than their skin color. 

I watched drugs be planted on innocent young men then 
arrested and put in jail.

Jails were filled with Blacks and Latinos who were mostly 
innocent. The culture on AMERICAN streets went from 
FREE LOVE to violence seemingly overnight. 

Systematic arrests of Black and Latino men were made 
creating a mortal war that spawned from both cultures 
being locked in a cell and forced to fight in the jails.  

These fights carried from the jails to the streets and these 
same fights of retribution continue today. 

UCLA and USC were both recruiting players from the High 
Schools around Los Angeles. 

Gang violence in Los Angeles was very much tied to both 
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1984 USC Wide Receiver Crew

1988 1st Team All American, chatting it up with ESPN 
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schools each team had players who were forced into the 
gang life in the 80’s.  

Young Latinos and Blacks needed to form gangs of their 
own to protect themselves as they were literally being 
hunted. 

There was a White gang that ran the streets we called the 
KKK or better known as the police. The KKK were White 
and as racist as you can get. 

The KKK went out of their way to make trouble for the 
Black and Latino young men in Los Angeles.

I watched as they formed gangs to protect themselves 
against the police, it was war on the streets of LA. 

Every wide receiver was Black my first year at USC, most 
recruited from High School’s around Los Angeles.

These were tough guys who separated themselves from 
difficult circumstances and rose to the top of their craft 
to receive a scholarship to USC.

Crack cocaine and gangs began to change the landscape 
of Los Angeles and I got stuck in the middle of it. I was 
able to go into the neighborhoods and homes around Los 
Angeles and see life through my teammates eyes.

The fight for the minds of young men was fierce in the inner 
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cities around AMERICA, drug lords and moms battling it 
out for the salvation of their children.

This is where my journey to make “The Catch” starts to 
become the impossible dream.

I started to get lost in the smoke and mirrors of life, I found 
myself kicked out of the freshman dormitory for throwing 
my bedroom furniture out of my 5th story window, on a bet.  

This event got me thrown out of the freshman dormitory 
and put on probation, the school gave me money to get 
my own apartment. 

My new apartment became the literal Crack House for the 
older players and their girls.  

I watched a teammate crawl on my floor and catch a cock-
roach. He then insisted the cockroach ate his cocaine rock 
that he dropped on the carpet. He then proceeded to smoke 
the cockroach who ate his cocaine rock.

This drug was addicting and destructive, I would sit on my 
couch and listen to players make calls to women all hours 
of the night  looking for money for more cocaine.  

We were very well financed which would be many players 
demise the ease in which we could acquire money and 
drugs. 
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We would make phone call’s all hours of the night begging 
for some money, my tire is flat, I need a pizza, I need books, 
I need gas, any story we could come up with to get money.

The girls at USC gave up money and sex freely, these Boys 
were real studs and the USC women LOVED us.

I found myself in crack houses all around Los Angeles 
because I had a car so I was the chauffeur for all these 
drug deals and crack houses. 

Sitting in the car while the deals went down was no good 
because you would get jacked for sure. 

I had to actually go into the crack houses around Los Ange-
les where needless to say I stood out.

These were the real deal crack houses with iron doors and 
iron windows. 

Everyone inside is strapped and the weapons are loaded 
ready to shoot it out with the KKK. These houses were 
fortresses with stacks of cash and piles of crack cocaine 
ready for distribution. 

The entire crack house is fogged with the smoke of the 
cocaine being cooked and being smoked. Everyone is blaz-
ing and all eyes are on me because they think I’m with the 
KKK.
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My mind is racing thinking this is some crazy shit  and 
looking back on those moments its only by GODS grace 
did I survive those days on the streets of Los Angeles. 

These were my friends my teammates I LOVED them, I 
went along with the program for a year or so before I had 
to move from my own apartment to get away from the 
madness.

Crack cocaine was a destructive force that broke down Los 
Angeles and inner Cities throughout America all by design

USC and UCLA Football players were both affected by the 
onslaught of drugs and gangs on the streets of LA. 

USC made a coaching change in 1987 to the most conserva-
tive man they could find, Larry Smith, a gray haired, blue 
eyed, white Christian man who played at Army. 

Coach Smith was tough as nails and he was hired to get 
rid of the brotherhood of Los Angeles boys that made USC 
football a global brand that dominated College Football in 
the 60’s 70’s and 80’s. 

The days of drinking beer with the coaches after practice 
and getting paid to watch sprinklers go on and off was over.

A conservative wave flooded USC in the late 80’s and the 
Football Program has never been the same feared bunch 
of Brothers from Los Angeles it once was.
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USC Coach Larry Smith he was tough as nails
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Part Five 
 

The MIRACLE of 
“THE CATCH” 

Phil 4:13
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Tim Tebow was a great ambassador for GOD wearing 
Bible verses on his eye black while playing for the 

University of Florida.

Tebow was an absolute stud winning 2 National titles and 
the Heisman Trophy as the best player in College Football 
in 2007.

Tim Tebow was amazing on the field but he did not bring 
religion to College Football as many football historians 
believe.

The Trojans did against UCLA in 1987 the day I made “The 
Catch” and here is the story of a Miracle that Occurred 
that Day. 

Phil 4:13, this was our new mantra “All Things Are Possible 
Through GOD Who Strengthens Us”.

GODS LOVE began to spread through our team I could 
feel it.

1987 was my Junior season at USC and the changing of 
the guard was fully in place, new coach Larry Smith was 
as strict as they come. 

Players needed to get serious about school, football, and 
GOD fast Larry Smith was looking for any reason to kick 
you off his team. 
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The team started its 1st bible study group and 
I dove in, GOD would now be the Trojans guiding light, 
which was a complete 180 from our previous reputation 
as heathens.

I did not know much about GOD at the time, my Sundays 
were spent watching Soul Train and playing sports.

I started attending all Black churches in Watts with some 
of my Black friends, I LOVED the music and dancing and 
the LOVE that was being spread around.

I became fascinated with the idea of GOD, I took it upon 
myself to read every religious text I could get my hands on. 
The Tanakh, The Koran, The Vedas, The New Testament, 
I wanted to know who GOD was. 

Yahweh, Buddha, Muhammad, Christ the culture your 
born into usually decides what GOD you will follow.

There are common threads between all religious texts. 

A reoccurring theme in all texts is that LOVE and GOOD 
DEEDS change you and the others around you. 

I was full of LOVE but I was missing something which was 
the GOOD DEEDS to other humans. 

All religious texts are specific about reaching out to your 
Human Brothers and Sisters and offering help. Extending 
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#42 keeping his eye 
on the ball 
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your hand in LOVE, providing food, water or shelter to 
those in need anything to lift another’s spirits. 

I started doing GOOD DEEDS around USC everyday and 
my life began to change overnight.

The team Bible study was growing fast in 1987 the Trojans 
were winning and the players could feel a spirit that started 
to engulf our team.

My Trojans were loaded with talent, homeboys from LA, 
recruited by Ted Tollner the last of the old school Trojan 
coaches.  

These boys were phenomenal players who needed a focus 
to bring us together, we were 100 misfits doing our own 
thing until GODS LOVE began to spread within our team.

Earlier in the week of the UCLA game, I had a vision that 
I should take the towels that hang from our pants that we 
use to dry our hands and I should print the Bible verse 
PHIL 4:13 on them. 

Then, I would distribute the towels to all the players in the 
Bible study the night before the UCLA game.  

I had about 30 towels printed with the Bible verse “PHIL 
4:13”on them, the night before the game I stood up and 
told the team about a vision I had. 
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The vision was that one of us in this room is going to be 
on the front page of the LA times tomorrow and this towel 
will be front and center depicting our great upset victory 
over the #1 ranked Bruins. 

I would be the most unlikely candidate in the whole group 
to become the star that day in 1987. 

#42 was not even the starter that day against UCLA, I never 
thought that it would be #42 who GOD would lift-up that 
day to fulfill my prophecy to the team.

All of AMERICA was watching this game in 1987, in the 
80’s there were only 3 TV channels so when the Trojans 
and Bruins got it on in a star studded game like this the 
whole Country stopped to watch us play, this game was 
as big as they get.

There I was #42, on the front page of the Los Angeles 
Times and the cover of Sports Illustrated along with 100’s 
of Newspapers and Magazines around AMERICA.

“PHIL 4:13” proudly displayed hanging from my pants for 
the whole World to see.

What the World does not know is that at halftime of the 
game which we were trailing 13 to 0. 

I went to head coach Larry Smith at halftime of the game 
and told him that if he wanted to win this game GOD wants 
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you to throw #42 the ball. 

I could not believe I had just said that to Coach Smith, he 
just looked at me and said, nothing, just a blank stare.

9 catches and the winning touchdown known as “The 
Catch”, Coach Smith got the message.

In the Words of the Legendary Sportscaster Keith Jackson: 

“Peete to Affholter, No... Yes... They Call it Touch-
down! Did he have it, if he did it was not for very 
long, he was juggling the ball did he grab it,they 
will be arguing about this Catch for Generations.” 

Fans of the Trojans and Bruins remember “THE CATCH” 
as if it were yesterday.  

GOD lifted me out of the fray and allowed #42 to make 
“THE CATCH” that day.

When a Miracle happens in your life and you know it, do 
others see the same Miracle?

Coach Smith and I knew it was a Miracle and he kept on 
throwing it my way. 

“THE CATCH” catapulted #42 to 1st Team All American 
status in 1988 and a 4th round Draft Pick of the Green Bay 
Packers in 1989.
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My Trojans opened our hearts and GOD transformed us 
from 100 misfits doing our own thing to 100 Trojans all 
together around the idea that GOD is who we play for now, 
not ourselves.

Your GOD and Your LOVE Go Together, GOD is the Origin 
of LOVE

Larry Smith 1939-2008 R.I.P. I LOVE You Coach
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#42 Rookie Card “PHIL 4:13” proudly displayed 
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Part Six 
 

The Magnificent 
Dance
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The Magnificent Dance which is College Football, 22 
Men engaged in a choreographed dance avoiding 

each other and slamming into each other all at the same 
moment.  

One team holding the ball the other desperately trying 
to rip it away, snapping bones, tearing ligaments, gashes 
in your flesh, concussions, spitting out teeth, complete 
carnage, but beautiful and graceful and breathtaking this 
is The Magnificent Dance.  

100,000 fans packed in a College Stadium the frequency 
in the stadium is electric you are literally vibrating the 
stadium is shaking.

There is nothing on Earth that rivals College Football with 
its glitz, glamour and indoctrination of the next generation.

The depth and precision of the performance is staggering 
to pull off.

The bands, cheerleaders, music, tailgating, food, beer, 
face painting, wearing your colors, seeing old friends and 
making new friends spawns a frequency of LOVE that 
surrounds the stadium creating a scene like no other on 
Earth. 

College Football stadiums across AMERICA are all mixed 
across racial lines, this is what College is meant to be the 
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great mixing bowl of AMERICAN society. 

All colors, races and creeds taught to coexist in the melting 
pot we call AMERICA. 

The miracle of College Football is that all races, creeds and 
colors cross boundaries that otherwise will not be crossed.

Socializing with all races, tailgating and fraternizing lost 
in the spectacle of College Football.

Students mixing, alumni mixing, fans mixing  this is 
AMERICA at its finest moment a true depiction of what 
AMERICA is meant to be.

When two teams butt heads the sights and sounds of the 
game are horrific and magical this dichotomy is what 
makes The Magnificent Dance like nothing on Earth the 
energy created and spectacle are one of a kind.

Grown men wallow in defeat and are exuberant in victory 
the rivalries are intense. 

Every school needs a rival the coaches use that against the 
boys to condition their minds. 

A rival allows the players to train hard every day to stay 
engaged in all the lifting, running and studying just so we 
can beat our rival.  

From the first day on campus the conditioning begins, your 
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“PHIL 4:13” The Prophecy Comes True
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Rodney and Erik, chemistry on & off the field
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rivals will be posted on the walls of the weight room and 
locker room so they are always on your mind.

College Football players are soldiers for their schools 
conditioned to hate a rival.

Real warriors with referees to keep them from literally 
killing each other during the raw emotions of a game.

The young men who play College Football are renaissance 
men , the most athletic brightest young men in AMERICA. 

The preparation for one game is staggering, the X’s and 
O’s are highly complex. 

One play can have as many as 30 vari-
ables and there are over 150 plays in a game. 
Football playbooks are 6 inches thick with thousands of  
variables College Football players are pressed to remember.

One mistake can cost a players career, this game is 
measured in fractions of a second your mind and body 
have to be machine like to complete each play.

What makes men want to bash their heads into one another, 
fame, ego, money, a scholarship, mom, dad, friend’s...? 
Whatever your motivation LOVE is the only thing that will 
get you through it.

If you do not LOVE this game, you will not survive long.
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College Football brings fans, students, alumni, and their 
children together like nothing else in AMERICA the 
pageantry and LOVE for your school evoke emotions like 
nothing else on Earth.

You come ready to LOVE and high five your friends once 
again regardless of their skin color, creed, or religion its 
College Football let the LOVE flow.

You are in LOVE with yourself and your surroundings, you 
are at peace with yourself the LOVE frequency is now in 
charge and your fear slips away and your ego is left at the 
door. 

We are all here to cheer for our team and our City relin-
quishing your racism your hate and your fear. 

The Men who play College Football play out of LOVE; that 
is the only way to endure the pains and struggles of this 
game the pure LOVE and emotion you have for College 
Football.

Players can feel the energy from their alumni, their band, 
and their student body the adrenaline is flowing.

The players are in LOVE with the fans, the fans are in 
LOVE with the players, the energy swells and the LOVE 
begins known as The Magnificent Dance the greatest event 
in all of sports.
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“The Catch” Frame by Frame You make the call
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#42 wills the ball from the sky to make “The Catch”

#42 pulls the ball off his face mask to secure “The Catch”
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Part Seven 
 

College Football’s 
Most Talented 

Game 
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Over the  history of the rivalry between the Trojans and 
Bruins I will stake our claim that this game between 

the Trojans and Bruins in 1987 is the most talented game 
ever waged between the two City Rivals and plausibly the 
entire 150 years of College Football.

This historic match-up would produce 61 players drafted 
into the National Football League.

7 players drafted in the 1st round and 9 in the 2nd round. 

Every Position Featured an All American or All PAC 10 
Performer, producing over 500 years of NFL Experience. 

UCLA featured 32 Iconic Bruins Drafted into the NFL: Troy 
Aikman, Ken Norton Jr, Carnell Lake, Flipper Anderson, 
Gaston Green, Mike Lodish, Eric Turner, Roman Phifer, 
Darrel Henley, Mel Farr, Eric Ball, Charles Arbuckle, Frank 
Cornish, Marvcus Patton, Paco Craig, James Primus, 
Dennis Price, James Washington, David Richards, Eric 
Smith, Marcus Turner, Jim Wahler, Kirk Maggio, Randy 
Austin, Ben Hummel, Kevin Smith, James Malone, Maury 
Toy, Matt Darby, Dion Lambert, Rocen Keeton, Scott 
Miller..

USC featured 29 Legendary Trojans Drafted into the NFL: 
Rodney Peete, Junior Seau, Erik Affholter, Mark Carrier, 
Tim Ryan, Pat Harlow, Dave Cadigan, Ricky Ervins, Gary 
Wellman, Mark Tucker, Don Gibson, Pat O’Hara, Scott 
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Ross, Dan Owens, Bill Schultz, Leroy Holt, Scott Galbraith, 
Aaron Emanuel, Brad Leggett, Ernest Spears, Chris Hale, 
Paul Green, Derrell Marshall, Marcus Cotton, Mazio Roys-
ter, Raoul Spears, Scott Lockwood, Calvin Holmes, Kurt 
Barber.

Both Teams had additional players who were not drafted 
and would still forge prosperous NFL careers.  

Every position on the field had a future pro the margin for 
error was a razors edge and several players careers ended 
that day because of permanent injury.

This was real old school football, when taking out your 
opponent was part of the game. During the moment of a 
battle like this your eyes gloss over and your mind goes 
numb to the violence. 

You know as a player your in the middle of a fight for your 
life, cheap shots and blows to the head where the norm. 

The skill level in this game was so high because USC and 
UCLA had cornered the market on recruiting in California, 
whose population was exploding with kids from all over 
the World coming to Los Angeles to make a new home and 
life just like my family did.

UCLA or USC would not even consider a High School 
player unless you were an All American in the 80’s both 
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schools owned recruiting on the West Coast. 

Between both rosters there were over 100 High School All 
Americans mostly from California. This was the hay day 
for recruiting at both USC and UCLA they had the pick of 
the most athletic litter on the planet.

Other schools would not even waste their time with these 
boys their fate was set,  either you’re going to play for the 
red the Trojan’s or the blue the Bruin’s. 

Young men knew they were living in the mecca of College 
Football and the whole country watched you play every 
Saturday.

Iron sharpens iron and both teams skill level was off the 
charts because when you practice against future pros 
everyday you eventually raise yourself to that level just 
to survive.

Both teams practices were brutal every player wanted to 
be the starter and there were no handouts you had to earn 
your spot on the roster through fierce competition with 
your own teammates.

Daily fights and injuries were the norm there was no LOVE 
lost between teammates, we literally beat the shit out of 
each other everyday just to get a chance to play in a game 
like this.
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Rodney & Troy are the faces of every Sports Magazine in America
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Troy Aikman UCLA’s quarterback had a special heat he 
could put on his throws nobody threw like he did at the 
time, Troy was also as tough as they come he could really 
take a hit.

Troy was the PAC 10 player of the Year and 1st Team All 
American in 1987 he was on point and his team was rolling 
under the direction of prominent head coach Terry Donahue.

The Future #1 pick in the NFL draft, Troy had no weak-
nesses and neither did his team. The Bruins came to win 
with NFL Draft Picks at every position making the Bruins 
overwhelming favorites to win this match-up. 

Rodney Peete’s star was rising fast AMERICA had fallen 
in LOVE with his running and throwing and his outgoing 
demeanor was intoxicating.

Rodney’s football skills were unmatched at the time, 
Rodney could throw the ball through a tire from 50 yards 
and run like Usain Bolt.

Rodney ran down the fastest man on the Bruins team, Eric 
Turner to save a touchdown at the end of the 1st half that 
would have put the Trojan’s down 20 to 0.

Rodney was selected as the PAC 10 Player of 
the year in 1988 and 1st Team All American.  
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Rodney brought a swagger to the game never seen before 
he was a generational player. 

Neither Troy nor Rodney was giving an inch and both had 
their teammates and coaches focused ready to win. Rodney 
and Troy were as good looking as they come and the media 
capitalized on their energy. 

Troy and Rodney were as famous as you could get at the 
time their faces were everywhere.  

AMERICA was mesmerized by Rodney and Troy’s magic 
on and off the field, both their personalities were magnetic 
and their competitive spirits ignited AMERICAS LOVE for 
College Football.

UCLA was ranked as High as #1 in 1987 they were going to 
win the National Championship no doubt all they had to do 
is beat the Trojans and win the Rose Bowl and it was theirs.

They could smell It, almost touch It and this was by far the 
most talented team UCLA has ever fielded this was Terry 
Donahue’s big moment the stage was set.

My Trojans were ranked as high as #1 in 1988 our team 
was loaded with greatness, we were young and  our new 
coach Larry Smith put us in position to upset UCLA in 
1987 and go to the Rose Bowl ourselves.

This was a winner take all game with all of AMERICA 
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#42 sliding out of bounds after “The Catch”

The Trojan’s & Bruin’s played real Old School Football 
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Troy launches 
his cannon 

Rodney on 
the run 
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watching, the stakes were as big as they get in College 
Football a National Title on the line, a Rose Bowl birth 
and bragging rights in the City of Angels. 

To a man nobody wanted to lose, and no man was giving in. 

We would have played all day and night the energy in 
the stadium was unmatched, 100,000 fans on their feet 
the entire game intoxicated by the moment and another 
150,000 fans cheering and screaming from outside the 
stadium the scene was epic. 

From kick-off to the last play nobody wanted it to end, time 
just ran out and when it did the Trojans escaped with a 
narrow controversial victory going down to the final play. 

This game deserves to be watched play by play I could fill 
1000 pages with a description but I could never do the 
justice this game deserves.

If you LOVE old school football or if you’ve never watched 
a real OG game this is the game to watch, the players were 
raw, the rules were loose, bones were breaking and the 
emotions were real.

You can view the Game in Its Entirety on You Tube @ USC 
vs UCLA 1987
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#42 leaving the field after the Legendary Battle 

Cheers to all Alumni, Students, & Fans of College Football

Lets keep the Party Rollin
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Part Eight 
 

LOVE vs hate  
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Einstein knew that Cellular Energy beams from all 
humans and matching your frequency to your reality 

is the pathway to great success.

Einstein spent his life teaching and expanding science 
opening the door for other scientists to further his work 
and his vision for humanity.

World renowned Cellular Biologist Bruce Lipton furthered 
Einstein’s work by  making a remarkable discovery about 
human cells. 

Bruce Lipton’s discovery was that human cells have 
emotion, human cells have feelings and they respond based 
on the frequencies of their surroundings. 

Bruce Lipton’s experiments involved taking human cells 
and then isolating them into separate petri dishes. He 
would then take the dishes and place them in very specific 
controlled environments. 

Bruce would create LOVING environments and fearful 
environments and environments with both LOVE and hate. 

He would speak negative words with negative emotions to 
some of the petri dishes and positive words with positive 
emotions to others. 

What Bruce found is that human cells react to the frequen-
cies we are generating inside our own bodies and the 
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frequencies from everything around us. 

Frequencies from other humans, the trees, the plants, the 
animals, every cell in every living creature and plant are 
vibrating either together in LOVE or in discord with fear. 

College Stadiums are the moment in AMERICA when 
our collective cells are overtaken by LOVE and positive 
vibrations.

LOVE and fear are the two frequencies that every human 
cell responds to. 

These two frequencies are coded into our cells we literally 
survive on these two emotions, the Yin and Yang that keeps 
us moving.

The Magnificent Dance and its raw emotion overtake us 
at a cellular level and We LOVE It. 

College Football is AMERICAS moment to shine to the 
World captivating the minds of future students around 
the Globe with AMERICAS freedom of expression and 
colorful Skin.

LOVE is resonating back and forth like a tidal wave in a 
College Stadium, humans of all colors, creeds and races 
cheering, LOVING the moment because your cells are 
beaming with LOVE creating an abundance of energy.
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#42 gets the stadium buzzing 
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Energy flows back and forth, fans to players, players to 
fans, fan to fan, the LOVE is flowing.

Your cells want LOVE, they like to be moving and excited 
and vibrating at 528 hertz the frequency of your heart and 
LOVE.

Human cells have emotion, each cell in your body is vibrat-
ing reacting to the environment around you. 

Create a LOVING environment and perform LOVING 
actions this  keeps your cells frequencies balanced and 
energetic creating positive vibrations to everyone around 
you. 

Cells that live in fear and chaos keep your body chaotic 
and sick living in fear recoiling to survive.

It is imperative to stay in LOVE your cells can change 
everything around you. 

Your home, your work, your team, you be the 
frequency that dominates the room whatever room 
you are in, you share the vision and the LOVE. 
 
The College Football experience excites us at a cellular level 
freeing us from the bondage of race and color allowing us 
to see past those old ideas that once destroyed AMERICA.

If we can fill each house with the LOVE frequency AMERICA 
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Erik Affholter is the Poster Boy for the Packer Nation 
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Conrad, Uncle Dick, Karl, Uncle Bob, Erik

Karl & Erik Brothers always together 
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would begin to transform overnight, the changes would 
become obvious.

LOVE thyself and thy neighbor do GOOD DEEDS EVERY-
DAY, your life will transform to a positive Ray of Light 
lifting the spirits of everyone around you. 

Humans just want to give LOVE and to be LOVED back 
our cells like it this way. 

The Cells in your body are your cells you have ownership of 
your cells,  you decide what frequency you will feed them.  

Each day we lose 20% of our cells within our bodies and 
new ones are made every night. 

Your newborn cells need to copy either LOVE or fear 
whichever frequency is dominating your body.

Staying in LOVE will allow your new cells to be born into 
a frequency that promotes health and healing, creating 
cells that are vibrant, energetic, and free. 

This process repeats itself every night and we need to focus 
on GOOD DEEDS they keep our heart LOVING and then 
our cells spread positive vibrations to everything around us. 

Every day I lend a hand, lend a dollar, lend some food, 
lend some water, anything to make another humans day 
better. GOOD DEEDS become contagious and the chain 
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of LOVE is started.

Stay in LOVE with yourself and nature first, then your 
LOVE will flow to every cell around you. 

Your LIFE starts to bear fruit and miracles start to happen 
in your life

LOVE travels take it with you, share your LOVE with the 
others around you this is what humans are meant to do. 

#42 talking to Reporters after “The Catch”
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Part Nine 
 

Racism + Ego = 
RACE 

SEPARATION
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Martin Luther King staked AMERICAS future on 
LOVE, not war, not hate, not darkness, but a RAY 

OF LIGHT he provided. 

Martin Luther King reminded America that LOVE always 
was and always will be the answer to humanities future. 

After 20 years of playing football and 25 years of coaching 
football I have witnessed how the orchestrated manipula-
tion of AMERICAN Society causes RACE-SEPARATION 
between AMERICANS.

Racism, what is it? 

Who started using this term, racism? 

Why is racism so branded into the AMERICAN minds? 

Does racism have to do with skin color? 

Is racism really AMERICAS problem?

Breakdown the word Race-Ism...

The following is a quote from Googles definition of the 
words “RACE” and “ISM” 

“RACE”- A competition between runners, horses, vehi-
cles, boats, etc..., to see which is the fastest covering a 
SET COURSE.

“ISM”- A distinctive practice, system, or philosophy, 
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typically a POLITICAL ideology.

Both words have a very specific meaning neither of which 
has to do with skin color. 

Once you put the two words together to make a NEW  
WORD you have THE MOST DIVISIVE WORD EVER 
SPAWNED = RACISM.

AMERICA has had its POLITICAL and IDEALOGICAL 
COURSE set by the creation of the word racism. 

The word racism was created purposely to pit all colors 
against each other under the fear of skin color. 

AMERICANS are brainwashed that skin color is the reason 
for AMERICAS problems or your cities problems.

Racism is a word created in AMERICA to further separate 
and divide the races based on the color of one’s skin. 

“RACE-SEPARATION” is what “race-ism” really means. 

RACE-SEPARATION called racism is the way humans are 
brainwashed through family and Hollywood. 

Hollywood puppeteers makes sure RACE-SEPARATION 
is a continued topic in their nightly news, TV shows and 
movies.

Hollywood is controlled by imperialist who could shape 
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#42 & Keith Davis pray before Rose Bowl game

#42 & John Jackson sharing some LOVE
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#42 Lights Up the Rose Bowl with 105,000 Fans

Erik Affholter coaching Youth Football
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AMERICA anyway they please, either to tear us apart or 
pull us together.

I will use Shirley Temple as an example. 

Shirley Temple seems so sweet and pure? 

Well, that is the furthest thing from the truth Shirley 
Temple is one of the most raciest shows every created by 
Hollywood. 

Using young children to brainwash AMERICAN society, 
White kids could sing and dance while the Black kids 
played in diapers and were forced to act like monkeys in 
films like “Kin of Africa”.

TV shows like All in the Family with Archie Bunker 
continued the racist dialogue which further separated 
AMERICANS.

Outlandish demented ideas branded into the brains of 
AMERICANS.

This type of Hollywood brainwashing was always in play 
and they continue it today.

RACE-SEPARATION in AMERICA runs deep, AMERI-
CANS have been separated into Black communities, Latino 
communities and White communities. 

The common thread between all humanity is not racism 
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because that is just a word created to promote RACE-SEP-
ARATION in AMERICA used to control the people. 

The Common thread is the Ego.

Ego chooses fear over LOVE.

Ego sees color.

Ego sees hate.

Ego sees greed.

Ego causes war and destruction.

Consider the Vikings, Native Americans or African cultures 
of 1000  years ago, they had the exact same skin color, hair 
color and eye color. 

These ancient tribes were literally Brothers and Sisters 
who shared the same skin color. Eventually as time passes 
they all started fighting themselves, Why?

Why would a culture fight themselves killing their own 
Brothers and Sisters?

It was not because of skin color  considering they all had 
the same color skin, hair, and eyes.

Racism was not even an idea back then, but cultures found 
ways to fight and kill each other not because of different 
skin color, but because of Ego.  
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1988 KODAK All American Team featuring

Barry Sanders, Deion Sanders, Rodney Peete, Erik Affholter
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Ego wants your river, ego wants your farmland, ego wants 
your hunting territory, ego wants your minerals, rather 
than sharing these riches ego will just take them from you 
by force. 

These are ego driven decisions, not race based decisions. 

We all get along for the betterment of our team or school 
or job, we are forced to check our ego at the door for these 
tasks. 

When we go home do not change, stay cool, stay in LOVE, 
do not let your surroundings at home change us. 

You be the positive vibration in your home, spread your 
light, raise your family and friends up to your level. 

HOME by HOME we can spread LIGHT and LOVE and 
move AMERICA to a pedestal as a shining example for 
the World to copy.
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Part Ten 
 

One Love... 
One Heart 
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The Poet Bob Marley blessed this Earth with a beautiful 
idea; “ONE LOVE...ONE HEART, Let’s Get Together 

and Be All Right”

Bob Marley the fan LOVES futbol, he was a fan of the game 
and of those who played it. 

Bob Marley the musician has billions of fans still cheering 
him today and I am sure he is cheering for us humanity to 
hear his message. 

Bob Marley is a fan of humanity; Karl and I became fans 
of humanity through sports. We LOVE to watch all sports, 
the emotion and energy the human spirit provides during 
sport is unique to itself. 

120 volts of usable energy radiating from each fan down 
to the performers who give that energy right back to the 
fans through the performance. 

A back and forth release of LOVE which creates the eupho-
ria you feel as a fan cheering for your team, sharing your 
LOVE with all races and all colors. 

Racism, fear, and hate are put to the side for the LOVE of 
your team. 

Fans provide the energy for the performers to perform. 
Human performance is thrilling to watch, it makes us 
free and youthful once again cheering and applauding 
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spreading the LOVE frequency acting as a child with no 
cares in the World.

Children are born pure and free from the ego that produces 
fear, hate, and racism. Fear, hate and racism these are 
learned behaviors taught by the ones that raise us. 

Humans were created to LOVE and to be LOVED back. 

College Football shows us we can all get along as one 
human species regardless of skin color.

We have the capacity to override brainwashing about race 
and color and the fear and hate we should exercise because 
of skin color. 

There is no color in College Football we are all a blended 
pallet of colors that make our skin, hair, and eyes look 
different on the outside but behind the skin and eyes we’re 
all the same.  

College Football players and its fans create a bond of LOVE 
unlike any other on Earth.

Our collective LOVE can rewrite history, let the history 
books say it was our generation and our LOVE that changed 
the course of this Earth to its intended purpose a Garden 
of Eden.
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We can respect each other and our own ideas of the World, 
but one idea must be the central act we all carry out every 
second of each  day with the words we speak and actions 
we take towards each other.

Speak positive words to those around you and carry out 
GOOD DEEDS make LOVE not war.

It is easier to LOVE than to hate.

Our Human instinct is to LOVE.  

Life is not a competition; life is a journey meant to be taken 
slowly and absorb the beauty around us. 

Nature, sports, music, art, and each other the dance of life 
beating together as ONE LOVE ONE HEART. 

Mother Nature is a game and we all participate in it every-
day, what we take and give everyday from nature and each 
other matters.  

Today humans are living in fear and race bondage their 
energy is being bound in a ball not flowing to the next 
human. 

When fans are packed in a College Stadium the LOVE is 
flowing, fear goes away, race goes away, our energy is free 
flowing nothing matters but the LOVE. 
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LOVE is a wave of energy great teams know how to ride  
bringing home the victory.

Love and Light can drown out the darkness, LOVE and 
Light will Win. 

It is up to you to share your LOVE with those around you. 

LOVE thy neighbor as thyself it is a simple idea, but it is 
the fundamental idea of LOVE and Change.

The light of our Earth can be Turned On as quick as it was 
turned off

Together OUR LOVE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD let 
OUR GENERATION be the Generation the WORLD never 
forgets for the LOVE we spread upon the Earth.

MUCH LOVE 
#42
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